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Light harvesting components of photosynthetic organisms are complex, coupled, many-body quan-
tum systems, in which electronic coherence has recently been shown to survive for relatively long
time scales despite the decohering effects of their environments. Within this context, we analyze
entanglement in multi-chromophoric light harvesting complexes, and establish methods for quantifi-
cation of entanglement by presenting necessary and sufficient conditions for entanglement and by
deriving a measure of global entanglement. These methods are then applied to the Fenna-Matthews-
Olson (FMO) protein to extract the initial state and temperature dependencies of entanglement.
We show that while FMO in natural conditions largely contains bipartite entanglement between
dimerized chromophores, a small amount of long-range and multipartite entanglement exists even
at physiological temperatures. This constitutes the first rigorous quantification of entanglement in
a biological system. Finally, we discuss the practical utilization of entanglement in densely packed
molecular aggregates such as light harvesting complexes.
Unlike in classical physics, within quantum mechanics one can have maximal knowledge of a composite physical
system and still not be able to assign a definite state to its constituent elements without reference to their relation to
each other [1, 2]. Such systems are called entangled, and entanglement is a characteristic quantum mechanical effect
that has been widely investigated in recent years [3, 4]. Entanglement is often viewed as a fragile and exotic property,
and in the quantum information context, where it is used as a resource for information processing tasks, precisely
engineered entangled states of interest can indeed be both fragile and difficult to manufacture. However, it has also
been recognized that entanglement is a natural feature of coherent evolution, and recently, there has been an effort to
expand the realms in which entanglement can be shown to exist rigorously, particularly in “natural” systems – i.e., not
ones manufactured in laboratory conditions. Signatures of entanglement, a characteristically quantum feature, have
been demonstrated in thermal states of bulk systems at low temperatures and between parties at macroscopic length
scales [5]. Additionally, several recent studies have focused on the dynamics of entanglement in damped, driven, or
generally non-equilibrium quantum systems [6–9]. The dynamics of entanglement in open systems can be extremely
nontrivial – especially in many-body systems – and the precise influence of non-Hamiltonian dynamics on entanglement
is poorly understood. In a result particularly relevant to this work, it is shown in Ref. [8] that entanglement can
be continuously generated and destroyed by non-equilibrium effects in an environment where no static entanglement
exists. The possibility of entanglement in noisy non-equilibrium systems at high temperatures intimates the question:
can we observe entanglement in the complex non-equilibrium chemical and biological processes necessary for life?
Here we present strong evidence for answering this question in the affirmative by determining the timescales and
temperatures for which entanglement is observable in a protein structure that is central to photosynthesis by green
anoxygenic bacteria.
LIGHT HARVESTING COMPLEXES AND ENTANGLEMENT
Recent ultrafast spectroscopic studies have revealed the presence of quantum coherence at picosecond timescales
in biological structures, specifically, in light harvesting complexes [10–13]. These studies demonstrate that in moder-
ately strongly coupled, non-equilibrium systems, quantum features can be observed even in the presence of a poorly
controlled, decohering environment. During the initial stage of photosynthesis, light is captured by pigment-protein
antennas, known as light harvesting complexes, and the excitation energy is then transferred through these antennas
to reaction centers where photosynthetic chemical reactions are initiated. Different LHCs vary in their detailed struc-
ture but all consist of densely packed units of pigment molecules, and all are spectacularly efficient at transporting
excitation energy in disordered environments [14]. Average inter-chromophore separations on the scale of ∼ 15A˚ are
fairly common in LHCs. At these distances, the dipole coupling of these molecules is considerable and leads to coher-
ent interactions at observable timescales [15–17]. It is this “site” coherence (coherence between spatially separated
pigment molecules) that prompts us to examine entanglement in these systems and to consider the timescales and
temperatures at which entanglement can exist.
We begin by noting that in natural conditions many LHCs contain at most one excitation at any given time [14].
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2This is especially true of light harvesting complexes in photosynthetic bacteria, which are among the ones most
heavily studied, because these bacteria receive very little sunlight in their natural habitat. Given this, we can treat
each chromophore as a two-level system and the natural Hilbert space of the LHC quantum states will further be
restricted to the zero and one excitation subspaces of the full tensor product space derived from N chromophores.
Furthermore, there is no coherence between states in these different subspaces, because under natural conditions all
processes connecting the two subspaces are incoherent. A state in the single-excitation manifold is written in the site
basis as:
ρ(t) =
N∑
i=1
ρii(t)|i〉〈i|+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
ρij(t)|i〉〈j|+ ρ∗ij(t)|j〉〈i|, (1)
where |i〉 represents the state where only the ith chromophore (site) is excited and all other chromophores are in their
electronic ground states. The density matrix ρ is unnormalized – that is,
∑
i ρii(t) ≤ 1 – because the single excitation
state has a finite lifetime due to trapping by the reaction center complex and radiative decay of the excitation.
Given an unnormalized density matrix ρ representing a single excitation state, we wish to calculate the amount
of entanglement in the state. Entanglement in the site basis refers to non-local correlations between the electronic
states of spatially separated chromophores. This is analogous to the entanglement of electromagnetic modes carrying
a single photon in the dual-rail representation [18]. Mixed-state, multipartite entanglement is notoriously difficult to
quantify [4], but the single-excitation restriction allows us to formulate two useful and simple measures. First, for
bipartite entanglement between two chromophores, i and j, we use a standard measure of entanglement, concurrence
[19], which, if ρ is the single-excitation density matrix for the whole complex, takes the form Cij = 2|ρij |. Second, to
quantify global entanglement in the LHC we derive (see Methods Section) a readily computable expression for mixed
state entanglement in the physically relevant zero and single excitation subspaces, namely
E[ρ] = −
N∑
i=1
ρii ln ρii − S(ρ), (2)
where S(ρ) = −tr ρ ln ρ is the von Neumann entropy of the state ρ. In the Supplementary Information we show that
this measure, which is based on the relative entropy of entanglement [20], is a true entanglement monotone over the
physically relevant zero and single excitation states and hence provides a natural quantitative measure of entanglement
in LHCs.
ENTANGLEMENT DYNAMICS IN THE FMO COMPLEX
A commonly studied LHC is the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) protein from green sulfur bacteria, such as Chloro-
bium tepidum [21]. The FMO complex is a trimer formed by three identical monomers that each bind seven
bacteriochlorophyll-a (BChla) molecules. We will restrict our study to a single monomer, which is shown in Fig.
1, since the monomers function independently. The site energies of the BChla molecules and coupling between
molecules are well characterized; we use the Chlorobium tepidum site energies and coupling strengths from Ref. [22]
to form a Hamiltonian that describes the closed-system dynamics of an FMO monomer excitation (see the Supple-
mentary Information for details). The structure of the Hamiltonian indicates that some pairs of chromophores are
moderately strongly coupled (due to their close proximity and favorable dipole orientations) and hence effectively
form dimers. The wavefunctions of the system’s energy eigenstates, usually called Frenkel excitons, are primarily
delocalized across these dimers. The dominant dimers are formed by chromophore pairs: 1-2, 5-6, and 3-4.
In addition to the reversible (Hamiltonian) dynamics, there are interactions between each chromophore and the
protein environment that it is embedded in. These interactions couple the protein dynamics to the FMO energy
levels, resulting in static and dynamic disorder, and thereby lead to dephasing of the FMO electronic excitation state.
Coherence properties of the FMO protein are then dictated by the interplay between coherent dynamics of the complex
and decoherence effects due to environmental interactions. Distinctly quantum properties such as entanglement rely
critically on coherence and therefore it is essential that a model that accurately accounts for environmental effects on
coherence be used to make predictions about entanglement in FMO. In this work we use a recently developed non-
perturbative, non-Markovian quantum master equation [23] to simulate excitation dynamics in the FMO complex.
This dynamical model is particularly suited to describing the complex exciton-phonon interactions in light harvesting
complexes and incorporates the dynamics of phonon reorganization in a realistic manner. See the Methods section for
a brief review and discussion of this model, and the physical parameters we use in the simulations presented below.
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FIG. 1: The light harvesting apparatus of green sulfur bacteria and the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) protein. The schematic
on the left illustrates the absorption of light by the chlorosome antenna and transport of the resulting excitation to the reaction
center through the FMO protein. On the right is an image of a monomer of the FMO protein, showing also its orientation
relative to the antenna and the reaction center [22, 24]. The multi-ring units are bacteriochlorophyll-a (BChla) molecules and
the surrounding beta sheets and α-helices form the protein environment in which the BChla molecules are embedded. The
numbers label individual BChla molecules, also referred to as “sites” in the main text.
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FIG. 2: Global entanglement in FMO. Time evolution of the global entanglement measure given in Eq. (2) for the two initial
states |1〉 and |6〉, at low (T = 77 K) and high (T = 300 K) temperatures. The inset shows the long-time evolution of the same
quantities, together with the trace of the single excitation density matrix as dashed curves (identical color coding, and same
units on axes as main figure).
Analysis of the FMO energy levels and its physical structure indicates that sites 1 and 6 interface with the chlorosome
transmitting energy to the complex [22] (see Fig. 1), and recent experiments have confirmed that these two sites are
the first to become excited in FMO [24]. In Fig. 2 we show the time evolution of the global measure of entanglement
given by Eq. (2) when the initial state is an excitation on site 1 or 6, for two temperatures: 77 K and 300 K. In addition
to simulations at the physiologically relevant temperature of 300 K, we also perform simulations at 77 K because the
ultrafast spectroscopy experiments that probe LHCs are commonly performed at this temperature [10, 11] (although
very recently room temperature experiments have also been performed [12, 13]). The inset to this graph also includes
the trace of the single excitation density matrix to show the total population in the single excitation subspace. A
general feature of the global entanglement measure in all the scenarios depicted in Fig. 2 is that its value rises rapidly
for short times and then after ∼ 30−50 fs decays with varying amounts of oscillation. An explanation for this behavior
is that entanglement increases rapidly for short times due to quick delocalization of the excitation caused by large 1-2
and 5-6 site coupling terms in the FMO complex Hamiltonian. Then, as the excitation begins exploring other sites,
the global entanglement decreases due to incoherent transport and rapid dephasing. For both initial conditions and
temperatures, there is finite entanglement in the system up to 5ps. At 300 K the short time behavior is qualitatively
similar to the low temperature case. At long times, however, the initial state dependence of the global entanglement
is suppressed in contrast to the low temperature case.
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FIG. 3: Bipartite entanglement in FMO when initial state is an excitation localized on site 1. The figure shows time evolution
of the concurrence measure of bipartite site entanglement, Cij = 2|ρij |, at (a) 77 K, and (b) 300 K. Only curves for the most
entangled chromophores are shown. Insets show the long time behavior (identical color coding, and same units on axes as main
figures).
To further elucidate the dynamics and structure of entanglement in the FMO monomer under realistic conditions, we
examine pairwise entanglement in the system, as measured by the bipartite concurrence between two sites: Cij = 2|ρij |
for any two sites i, j. Figures 3 and 4 show the time evolution of pairwise concurrence when the initial state is |1〉
and |6〉, respectively, at both 77 K and 300 K. For clarity, we have only shown the most significant and illustrative
concurrence curves, but it should be noted that there is finite bipartite entanglement between almost all chromophores,
especially for short time scales. The Supplementary Information section contains plots that provide a complete
depiction of bipartite entanglement in this complex.
When the initial excitation is on site 1, as shown in Fig. 3, the bipartite entanglement in the complex is primarily
between sites 1, 2, 3 and 4. Most of this bipartite entanglement is between pairs of moderately strongly coupled
chromophores that form dimers and hence have large amounts of coherence. However, a surprising aspect of the short
time behavior is that there is considerable concurrence between non-nearest-neighbor sites, as indicated by the 1-5
and 1-3 curves. Perhaps most strikingly, there is a large amount of entanglement within 1 ps between chromophores 1
and 3, which are almost the furthest apart in the FMO complex (separated by ∼ 28A˚), and are very weakly coupled.
This long-range entanglement is mediated by chromophores connecting these sites, and is a sign of multipartite
entanglement in the system. At 77 K bipartite entanglement persists for greater than 5 ps, and seems limited only
by the energy trapping rate – essentially there is non-negligible entanglement as long as the excitation has not been
trapped by the reaction center. Bipartite entanglement persists for long periods of time at 300 K also, but it diminishes
at a faster rate compared to low temperatures. However, note that at short times (< 600 fs) temperature has little
effect on the amount of bipartite entanglement in the system – qualitatively, the concurrence is scaled by ∼ 3/4 when
the temperature is increased from 77 K to 300 K.
When the initial excitation is on site 6, as shown in Fig. 4, bipartite entanglement exists between several chro-
mophores at short times; there is non-negligible entanglement between any two of the sites: 4, 5, 6 and 7. Note that
not all of these are dimerized chromophores with large couplings. Furthermore, the presence of finite entanglement
across any bipartite partition of the sites 4, 5, 6 and 7 indicates that the FMO complex contains genuine multipartite
distributed entanglement within ∼ 600 fs.
To summarize, realistic simulations of FMO dynamics indicate that considerable multipartite entanglement is
present in the FMO complex at timescales of ∼ 5 ps at 77 K and ∼ 2 ps at 300 K. For both realistic initial states there
is multipartite entanglement between all sites involved in excitation transport.
SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPLICATIONS OF LHC ENTANGLEMENT
The previous section presented numerical evidence for the existence of entanglement in the FMO complex for
picosecond timescales – essentially until the excitation is trapped by the reaction center. This is remarkable in a
biological or disordered system at physiological temperatures. It illustrates that non-equilibrium multipartite entan-
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FIG. 4: Bipartite entanglement in FMO when initial state is an excitation localized on site 6. The figure shows time evolution
of the concurrence measure of bipartite site entanglement, Cij = 2|ρij |, at (a) 77 K, and (b) 300 K. Only curves for the most
entangled chromophores are shown. Insets show the long time behavior (identical color coding, and same units on axes as main
figures).
glement can exist for relatively long times, even in highly decoherent environments. While the length scales over
which entanglement was shown to persist were restricted to . 30A˚ because of the relatively small size of the FMO
complex, we expect that such long-lived, non-equilibrium entanglement will also be present in larger light harvesting
antenna complexes, such as LH1 and LH2 in purple bacteria. This is because they contain the key necessary in-
gredient; moderately strongly coupled chromophores that can lead to significant coherent delocalization of electronic
excitations [16, 25]. In larger light harvesting antennae it may also be possible to take advantage of the ability to
create and support multiple excitations in order to access a richer variety of entangled states.
Our numerical results are based on a non-perturbative, non-Markovian dynamical model particularly formulated
to model the actual conditions in light harvesting complexes. The precise dynamics of entanglement at short-times is
dependent on the non-Markovian dynamics of the system, and a correct picture of which chromophores are entangled
at long times relies on an accurate approach to thermal equilibrium. The dynamical model we use realistically models
both these limits. We note however, that the long-time survival of entanglement in the FMO complex is also predicted
by less sophisticated dynamical models (see Supplementary Information) and therefore is a robust feature of these
systems.
We emphasize that our prediction of entanglement in the FMO complex is experimentally verifiable because the
timescales on which the entanglement exists can readily be probed using non-linear femtosecond spectroscopy tech-
niques. The ability to perform quantum state tomography on light harvesting complexes is not currently possible,
but techniques are under development that will allow one to extract individual density matrix elements. The primary
obstacle to this task is the determination of excitonic transition dipoles in the complex because the spectroscopy
signals representing elements of the density matrix are scaled by the magnitude of these dipoles. It has recently
been demonstrated that polarization-dependent two-dimensional spectroscopy is capable of determining these dipole
moments [26], and hence the dynamical estimation of density matrix elements is within reach. An entanglement
witness, W, identified in the Methods section simplifies the experimental verification of entanglement since it implies
that monitoring a small subset of site basis coherences (for example, the ones expected to be the largest in magnitude)
is sufficient for detecting entanglement.
It is interesting to consider the biological significance of this entanglement. The FMO complex is an unusual light
harvesting component because its primary role is as a wire, to transport excitations between the main light harvesting
complex of green sulfur bacteria and their reaction centers. Most other light harvesting structures have dual roles of
light capture and excitation transport and are as a consequence larger and more complex. This study demonstrating
the essential features of entanglement in LHCs focused on the FMO complex because it is very well characterized.
While FMO may be too small to take advantage of the non-classical correlations implied by entanglement, we ex-
pect that such entanglement has functional implications in more complex light harvesting structures, particularly
in photosynthetic units with multiple reaction centers. It is possible that strong correlations between distant sites
may enhance properties of excitation transport (e.g. robustness, efficiency, regularity) through such light harvesting
networks. Further study is required to determine the precise role the non-classical correlations that are realized by
6this entanglement play in light harvesting dynamics of larger systems. We note that a functional role for entanglement
in LHCs is consistent with studies of the effects of inter-site electronic coherence on kinetic properties of LHCs that
have found such coherence benefits efficiency [27–32] and robustness [33] of excitation transport.
Our framework for quantification of entanglement in LHCs is an essential step in the precise characterization of
quantum resources in organic structures, and is of particular relevance to the endeavour of constructing quantum
devices from such structures. While coherence is a feature of quantum mechanical evolution whose quantification is
not directly operationally material, the non-classical correlations embodied by entanglement constitute an operational
resource. Entanglement resulting from delocalization of a single particle among experimentally accessible locations
(e.g an excitation among the chromophores of an LHC) represents non-local correlations with compelling techno-
logical applications [18, 34]. In particular, the presence of entanglement in LHCs sets the stage for investigating
the applicability of entanglement-enhanced measurement [35] in biological systems. Quantum metrology enabled by
the use of entangled states has been demonstrated using photons and ions, and these engineered systems have been
used to measure frequencies and phases to unprecedented precision (e.g. [36, 37]). The application of ideas from
entanglement-enhanced metrology to the improved measurement of biological properties in these naturally robust
quantum coherent systems is likely to be fruitful. Within this context, note that the observed enhanced radiative
decay of delocalized electronic excitation states of LH1 and LH2 [16], which by the arguments of this paper are
also entangled states in the single excitation subspace, is consistent with the fact that entangled states can be more
sensitive probes of the environment than separable states.
In addition to quantum-enhanced metrology, densely packed molecular aggregates such as LHCs have potential for
constructing naturally robust quantum devices. For example, ultra-fast quantum state transfer facilitated by excitation
migration along engineered or self-assembled chromophoric arrays could be a possible realization of the “quantum
wires” that are much sought after in quantum technology. Entanglement between sub-units in such an array is essential
for high-fidelity quantum transport, and as our study shows, such entanglement is possible in molecular aggregate
structures even at room temperature. This conclusion is reinforced by recent studies at room temperature that have
presented evidence for delocalization of excitations along molecular wires formed by self-assembling J -aggregates
[38]. Integration of such molecular aggregates with solid-state devices (e.g. cavities [39]) opens up the possibility of
engineering controllable quantum coherent soft matter structures that can be used to distribute quantum states or
entanglement. It should be noted that the control overhead for quantum state transfer in such wires is not overly
prohibitive – it has been shown that the only requirement for high fidelity state transfer in randomly coupled linear
chains is complete control (e.g optical addressability) over the end points of the linear chain [40].
We conclude by returning to the foundational significance of entanglement; it represents a uniquely quantum form of
strong correlation between physical systems. The identification of entanglement – which was referred to by Schro¨dinger
as “the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure from classical lines of
thought” [41] – between spatially distinct components of a biological system under natural functioning conditions
further expands the field of physical systems for which nontrivial and uniquely quantum signatures become manifest.
METHODS
Measures of entanglement in LHCs
The single excitation assumption valid for many light harvesting complexes allows us to formulate simple measures
of entanglement in these systems. First, note that if ρ represents a single excitation state in the site basis, we have
the following:
Proposition 1: ρ entangled ⇐⇒ ρij 6= 0 for some i 6= j.
Here, the right hand side simply means that ρ has some coherence. Hence, coherence (in the site basis) in the single
excitation subspace is necessary and sufficient for entanglement.
Proof: The forward implication of proposition 1 is clearly seen from its contrapositive form: ρij = 0 ∀i 6= j =⇒ ρ
separable. If ρij = 0 ∀i 6= j, then the state has the form ρ =
∑
i ρii|i〉〈i|, which is clearly a separable state
since each |i〉 is separable. To prove the backward implication, again consider its contrapositive form: ρ separable
=⇒ ρij = 0 ∀i 6= j. If ρ is separable it contains no entanglement, and specifically no bipartite entanglement
between any two chromophores. The well known mixed state bipartite entanglement measure for two-level systems,
concurrence [19], can be computed between chromophores 1 and 2. In the single excitation subspace, it evaluates to
C12 = 2|ρ12|. Hence, zero bipartite entanglement between these chromophores implies ρ12 = 0. Similarly, by setting
the bipartite entanglement between all pairs of chromophores to zero, we find that ρij = 0 ∀i 6= j.
7This property of states in the single excitation subspace implies that an effective entanglement witness [42, 43] for
these states is simply the sum of all coherences:
W =
∑
i<j
|ρij | (3)
That is, W > 0 ⇐⇒ ρ entangled. Note that unlike most entanglement witnesses, which only present sufficient
conditions for entanglement, in this case W > 0 is both necessary and sufficient for entanglement. Practically this
property can therefore be used in experiments to detect entanglement; any non-zero off-diagonal component of the
LHC single excitation density matrix in the site basis is a signature of entanglement. Simplifications of this witness,
which become sufficient conditions for entanglement, can also be formulated by restricting the sum to be over a
subset of the off-diagonal elements – this could be useful in situations where accessing all off-diagonal elements is
experimentally prohibitive.
Lastly, we can also construct a measure of global entanglement in this system based on the relative entropy of
entanglement, which is defined as [20]:
E[ρ] = min
σ∈D
S(ρ||σ) (4)
where D is the set of separable states and S is the relative entropy function: S(ρ||σ) = tr (ρ ln ρ − ρ lnσ). Since the
physically relevant Hilbert space for LHCs is restricted to the zero and single excitation subspaces, we define the
natural photosynthetic entanglement to be the restricted relative entropy of entanglement in which the minimization
is performed over σ ∈ D∗, the set of separable states in the zero and single excitation manifold. We know from
Proposition 1 above that the set of separable states in this restricted Hilbert space has diagonal form. Consequently
the minimization problem becomes:
E[ρ] = min
pi
tr (ρ ln ρ − ρ lnσ),
subject to the constraint
N∑
i=1
pi = tr ρ, (5)
where σ = diag(p1, p2, ..., pN ) and the optimization constraint derives from the fact that we are only considering
separable states with the same normalization as ρ. Since the cost function E[ρ] is convex in pi and the constraint
is linear, this optimization is easily solved, e.g., by using a Lagrange multiplier to combine the cost function and
constraint into a Lagrangian and then finding its stationary point. This results in an explicit expression for the
closest separable state, namely σ∗ = diag(p∗1, p
∗
2, ..., p
∗
N ) with p
∗
i = ρii as well as the following measure of global
entanglement in the state ρ:
E[ρ] = −
N∑
i=1
ρii ln ρii − S(ρ), (6)
with S(ρ) = −tr ρ ln ρ the von Neumann entropy of ρ. We note that, consistent with our discussion above, E[ρ] is
also a measure of coherence in the system, since the first term on the right hand side is the entropy of a state for
which all coherences ρij are artificially set to zero while the von Neumann entropy implicitly contains all coherences.
We show in the Supplementary Information that this photosynthetic entanglement measure satisfies the properties of
an entanglement monotone [4] within the restricted zero and single excitation Hilbert space.
Reduced hierarchy equations approach to modeling excitation dynamics in LHCs
Electronic excitation dynamics is governed by a Hamiltonian of the form: H = Hel +Hel-env +Henv, where
Hel =
N∑
i=1
Ei|i〉〈i|+
N∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
Jij(|i〉〈j|+ |j〉〈i|) (7)
describes the closed system dynamics of the N LHC chromophores, including on-site energies, Ej , and coupling terms,
Jij , that describe the coupling between the chromophores. The remaining terms in H describe the coupling between
8the electronic degrees of freedom of the LHC chromophore molecules and their environment, which typically consists
of surrounding proteins, the electromagnetic field, and reaction center/s that the LHC is affixed to. The dominant
environmental perturbations are the phonons of the protein scaffolding around the LHC, and these are modeled as a
diagonal coupling to a phonon bath:
Hel-env =
N∑
i=1
|i〉〈i|
∑
ξ
giξQ
i
ξ (8)
where Qiξ is a phonon mode indexed by ξ, which is coupled to chromophore i with coupling strength g
i
ξ. Obtaining
a faithful reduced description of the effective dynamics of just the electronic excitation state ρ requires a physically
accurate averaging over the external degrees of freedom and quantum master equation approaches are commonly
utilized for this averaging. In particular, the standard Redfield equation [44, 45] is often used to explore the dynam-
ics of photosynthetic excitation energy transfer (EET). This equation is valid when the exciton-phonon coupling –
which can be specified by the magnitude of the reorganization energy – is much smaller than the interchromophoric
coupling because the equation is derived on the basis of a second-order perturbative truncation with respect to the
exciton-phonon coupling. However in many LHCs, the reorganization energies are not small in comparison to the
interchromophoric coupling: e.g. in FMO the electronic coupling strengths span a wide range, 1 ∼ 100 cm−1, and the
reorganization energies span a similar range [22, 26, 46, 47]. Hence, the standard Redfield equation approach might
lead to erroneous insights and incorrect conclusions regarding quantum coherent effects in the FMO complex [48].
Two of the present authors have recently presented a reliable theoretical framework to describe photosynthetic EET
that takes into account the phonon relaxation dynamics associated with each chromophore in chromophore-protein
complexes [23]. This framework can describe quantum coherent wave-like motion and incoherent hopping motion in
a unified manner, and reduces to the standard Redfield theory and Fo¨rster theory [45, 49] in their respective limits
of validity. The ability of the framework to interpolate between these two limits is significant because photosynthetic
EET commonly occurs between these two perturbative regimes, as in the case of the FMO complex. The only assump-
tions used in this framework are that: (i) the exciton-phonon coupling is bilinear (e.g. Eq. (8)), (ii) the environmental
fluctuations are described as Gaussian processes, (iii) the total system is in a factorized (product) initial state, and
(iv) an overdamped Brownian oscillator model for the phonon environment which results in exponentially (time)
correlated phonon fluctuations. The hierarchical expansion technique [50] is employed in order to obtain a practical
expression for numerical calculations [23].
For the simulations in this work we take the reorganization energy of the molecular environment to be 35 cm−1, a
value that is consistent with experimentally extracted reorganization energies for this complex [22, 26, 46, 47]. We
choose a phonon relaxation time of 100 fs, and a reaction center trapping rate associated with site 3 of (4 ps)−1, both
of which are consistent with the literature on LHCs [22, 28, 47]. We do not assume any form of spatial correlations
in the phonon fluctuations. This is primarily because there is no experimental data on spatially correlated phonon
fluctuations in FMO and the goal here is for the simulations to be as close as possible to what is currently known
about the FMO environment. We note that at short times, spatially correlated fluctuations are expected to increase
coherence in the site basis, and hence will naturally increase the entanglement present at initial times. Therefore the
predictions in this work, which are based on simulations that assume no spatial correlations in the environment, could
be viewed as a lower bound on the amount of entanglement in the FMO complex.
Finally, we have compared the entanglement predicted by the present framework to that predicted by standard
Markovian Redfield models. This comparison is presented in the Supplementary Information.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Photosynthetic entanglement measure
The global entanglement measure for light harvesting complexes that is presented in the main text and derived in
the Methods Section can be proven to be a true entanglement monotone within the physically relevant Hilbert space
spanned by zero and single excitation states. Recall that the photosynthetic entanglement measure takes the form:
E[ρ] = −
∑
i
ρii log ρii − S(ρ). (9)
For convenience we define P as a projector onto the subspace of zero and one excitation states of the full Hilbert
space, C2N .
9In order to compare the amount of entanglement in different states it is desirable to have a measure that is
a monotonic function of local transformations [51]. An entanglement monotone should satisfy the following four
properties [52]:
1. E[ρ] ≥ 0, with equality if ρ is separable.
2. E[ρ] is invariant under local unitary operations. That is, if UL = U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ ...⊗ UN , E[ULρU†L] = E[ρ].
3. Local operations or classical communication do not increase E[ρ].
4. E[ρ] is convex under loss of information – i.e.
∑
i piE[ρi] ≥ E [
∑
i piρi].
We now prove that the measure of natural photosynthetic entanglement defined by Eq. (9) satisfies each of these
conditions and thus is a true entanglement monotone.
1. E[ρ] ≥ 0, with equality if ρ is separable.
Proof: The first quantity in Eq. (9) is the entropy of the state ρ after it has been projected onto the site basis.
That is, if ρ¯ =
∑N
i=1〈i|ρ|i〉|i〉〈i|, then E[ρ] = S(ρ¯) − S(ρ). One of the properties of von Neumann entropy is
that S(ρ¯) ≥ S(ρ) [53]. Hence E[ρ] ≥ 0. It is also clear that E is zero for all separable states invariant under P,
because these separable states are all diagonal.
2. E[ρ] is invariant under local unitary operations. That is, if UL = U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ ...⊗ UN , E[ULρU†L] = E[ρ].
Proof: The invariance of E under local unitaries follows from the invariance of the relative entropy under unitary
operations [54]. E is simply a relative entropy and since UL does not take a state out of the zero and single
excitation subspace, then:
min
σ∈PD
S(ULρU
†
L||σ) = min
σ∈PD
S(ULρU
†
L||ULσU†L) = min
σ∈PD
S(ρ||σ) ≡ E[ρ] (10)
where the subspace of zero and single excitation separable states is denoted PD. The first equality comes from
the fact that if PULP = UL, then the set of zero and single excitation separable states is mapped into itself by
UL. The second equality comes from the unitary invariance of relative entropy [54].
3. Local operations or classical communication do not increase E[ρ].
Proof: This follows in the same way as the previous proof. That is, let OL denote the local operation and
classical communication (a general local completely positive map). Then,
min
σ∈PD
S(OL(ρ)||σ) = min
σ∈PD
S(OL(ρ)||OL(σ)) ≤ min
σ∈PD
S(ρ||σ) ≡ E[ρ] (11)
The inequality results from the non-increasing property of relative entropy under any completely positive map
[54]. Note that the property POL(σ)P = OL(σ) is necessary for the first equality.
4. E[ρ] is convex under loss of information – i.e.
∑
i piE[ρi] ≥ E [
∑
i piρi].
Proof: This property is proved for the relative entropy of entanglement in Ref. [55]. The restriction of the
minimization to the zero and single excitation subspace does not effect this property (as long as all ρi are in the
restricted subspace).
Complete characterization of bipartite entanglement
In the main text we presented the dynamics of bipartite entanglement for selected chromophore pairs. These were
selected to elucidate the longevity and multipartite nature of the entanglement in FMO. Here we show the dynamics
of bipartite entanglement, as measured by the concurrence Cij = 2|ρij |, for all pairs of chromophores in the complex,
except those showing negligible entanglement (Cij < 0.05 for all time).
Fig. 5 shows concurrence versus time for two temperatures when the initial state is |1〉. Fig. 6 shows concurrence
versus time for two temperatures when the initial state is |1〉.
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FIG. 5: Bipartite entanglement when the initial state is |1〉. All vertical axes show concurrence, Cij = 2|ρij |, and all horizontal
axes show time in units of femtoseconds. The blue curves are for T=77K, and the red curves are for T=300K.
Comparison of dynamical models
Here we compare the predictions for entanglement in the FMO complex made from an analysis of the simulations
with realistic incorporation of protein reorganization dynamics that are presented in the main text of the paper, to
predictions made from analyses of more standard simulations based on the Markovian Redfield equation. Two versions
of Redfield theory are commonly used: the Redfield model with the secular approximation (which is equivalent to the
Lindblad formulation of Markovian dynamics [53, 56]), and the full Markovian Redfield equations with no additional
approximations. Redfield dynamics have recently been used to study the interplay between coherent dynamics and
dephasing on excitation energy transfer in FMO [28, 57].
Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the global entanglement measure E[ρ] = −∑Ni=1 ρii ln ρii − S(ρ) (where S[ρ]
is the von Neumann entropy of ρ), at T=300K, when the initial state is |1〉, for three models of FMO dynamics:
the Ishizaki and Fleming (I-F) model [23], the Redfield model with the secular approximation, and the full Redfield
equation. We see that on the whole, the full Redfield model overestimates, while the Redfield model with the secular
approximation underestimates entanglement in the system. Notice that neither of these approximate Redfield models
capture the oscillations in global entanglement that our theory predicts with the simulations according to the I-F
equations. This is due to the fact that, unlike the I-F model, neither Redfield model realistically accounts for the
phonon relaxation dynamics that occur at timescales comparable to excitation dynamics [48].
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FIG. 6: Bipartite entanglement when the initial state is |6〉. All vertical axes show concurrence, Cij = 2|ρij |, and all horizontal
axes show time in units of femtoseconds. The blue curves are for T=77K, and the red curves are for T=300K.
FENNA-MATTHEWS-OLSON COMPLEX ELECTRONIC HAMILTONIAN
The FMO protein is a well characterized light harvesting complex. We use the Chlorobium tepidum site energies
and coupling strengths from table 4 (the trimer column) and table 1 (column (4)) of Ref. [22] to form a Hamiltonian
that describes the closed-system dynamics of an FMO monomer excitation. Explicitly, the Hamiltonian matrix takes
the form:
Hel =

200 −87.7 5.5 −5.9 6.7 −13.7 −9.9
−87.7 320 30.8 8.2 0.7 11.8 4.3
5.5 30.8 0 −53.5 −2.2 −9.6 6.0
−5.9 8.2 −53.5 110 −70.7 −17.0 −63.3
6.7 0.7 −2.2 −70.7 270 81.1 −1.3
−13.7 11.8 −9.6 −17.0 81.1 420 39.7
−9.9 4.3 6.0 −63.3 −1.3 39.7 230

(12)
in units of cm−1 and with a constant offset of 12, 210cm−1 to set the lowest site energy to zero for convenience (this
overall shift in energy does not affect the dynamics of the system).
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